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From Kantstraße to Kant-Garagenpalast: stilwerk Berlin
announces new location
The stilwerk team's holistic design concept breathes new life into
an architectural monument from the 1930s and combines on 12.500
square meters showrooms and hotels in one place for the first time
in Germany.
The historic Kant-Garagen in Berlin's Charlottenburg district will be the
location of the new stilwerk Berlin. The design brand will bring its unique
concept to life under the motto “cooperation over competition” with
renowned furniture manufacturers, selected interior designers and
service providers specialising in interior design over a total area of 9.500
square meters in the historic high-rise garage.
The building will combine its premium design offerings with hospitality areas for
dining, event spaces and hotel rooms, as is also planned for stilwerk Rotterdam.
Immediately adjacent to the Design Center in the multi-storey garage, the
associated stilwerk hotel with a floor space of 2.800 square meters will open on
the ground of the former workshop hall in 2022. The two buildings will be
connected to each other by a corridor.
Successful design concept - relaunched in Berlin
“We are staying true to the capital” – says stilwerk owner Alexander Garbe –
“and are looking forward to continuing our concept, which has been tried and
tested and constantly developed over the last 25 years – after a brief interruption
– at a very special location in Berlin. The architecturally appealing KantGaragen with their inspiring flair and the adjacent hotel is giving us the
opportunity to combine showrooms, open sales areas and hospitality under one
roof and thus make premium design a holistic experience. We are constantly
reinventing ourselves and will be making the most of this ‘fresh start’ in Berlin
to bring our concept up to date and thereby stay further ahead of potential
competitors.”
Kant-Garagen owner Dirk Gädeke is also full of praise: “With stilwerk's plans,
the listed high-rise garage from the 1930s and the adjoining hotel will be
revitalised with a strong dose of creativity and timeless design. I can't imagine
a better use for this internationally important Bauhaus monument,” says the real
estate entrepreneur.
Premium interior design, event spaces and fine dining
The stilwerk concept, which has been expanded since 2020 with the opening of
the first stilwerk Hotel in Hamburg, will be implemented integrally at the new
location in Berlin. A destination for premium design is being created over 9.500
square meters and eight floors in the listed multi-storey car park. Starting in
2022, renowned brands, dealers and service providers will offer a wide range
of high-quality interior design products on levels one to four. From the classical
to the avant-garde, from the kitchen to the study, from planning to furnishing,
from the showroom to digital shopping - at stilwerk Berlin, premium interior is
writ large. The brands will present their offerings in an open exhibition area as
well as in the historic Heinrichs boxes. Sophisticated dining on the ground floor
and an event area on the fifth floor round off the concept and turn a stay in the
Design Center into a holistic experience. An underground car park with 27
parking spaces and an exclusive penthouse with roof terrace on the sixth floor
complete the plans.
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Experience design at the stilwerk Hotel
The design offering can be experienced temporarily in the adjoining hotel rooms
of the stilwerk Hotel, which is run by stilwerk itself. 61 rooms are being created
on the ground of the former workshop hall, each one individually curated with
exclusive wall colours, furniture, lighting and accessories from the stilwerk
design universe. The hotel garni is based on the tried and tested stilwerk
hospitality motto “home away from home”. Designed in the style of a singlefamily home, furnished with attention to detail and featuring a kitchen known as
the “living kitchen” as a central meeting place, the hotel gives its guests the
feeling of being welcome and having arrived. Visitors can use the dining
facilities in the adjacent Design Center at any time; the bar and event space can
also be booked for happenings.
“The stilwerk hotel in Berlin will be more than just another holiday destination. It
will be a source of inspiration where design lovers can experience furniture in
person in a relaxed atmosphere and try it out for a while,” explains stilwerk
Managing Director Tatjana Groß. “Our carefully selected team will enable us to
ensure that our guests feel at home at all times and can enjoy the special
atmosphere of the building.”
A transport monument of international importance
The Kant-Garagenpalast is steeped in history and offers the perfect setting for
timeless design. As Europe’s oldest preserved multi-storey garage in the New
Objectivity style, this architectural monument already has a turbulent history.
Designed by architect Hermann Zweigenthal, also known as Herman Herrey,
for and with entrepreneur and engineer Louis Serlin and built in the interwar
years from 1929 to 1930, the building, also known as “Serlin Rampenhaus”,
opened in 1930. There was space for 300 cars, a petrol station, washing bays,
a workshop and central heating to protect the delicate wooden bodyshells from
moisture. The double helix was a particular sensation at the time, consisting of
a spiral ramp that prevented motorists from meeting each other when driving up
and down the ramp. Another unique and interesting architectural feature is the
glass curtain wall at the rear of the multi-storey car park, the filigree structure of
which was preserved during the recent redesign despite being fitted with
modern insulation.
“Simply worth saving”: spiral ramp, Heinrichs boxes, glass curtain wall
“I've been familiar with the Kant-Garagen for 40 years and have always thought
they were simply worth saving,” says Dirk Gädeke, who has owned the building
since 2016. “I love this car park - it was always recognisably Bauhaus, it was
always a very special property.” Architect Johanne Nalbach, who with her firm
Nalbach + Nalbach is responsible for the redesign of the architectural
monument, is also enthusiastic: “The wonderful thing about the Garage is that
almost nothing has been changed since 1930,” says the architect. “The original
Heinrichs boxes where the cars used to park, with the unique sliding gates made
by the Berlin-based company Paul Heinrichs, the washing area, the glass
curtain wall at the back of the building and the double helix spiral ramp - a
‘Guggenheim ramp’ that is perfect for exhibitions - which is only found in one
other place in Europe, are all still there,” explains Johanne Nalbach.
Premium interior design is moving in where cars were parked for decades
From 1945 to 2014, the Kant-Garagen were used continuously in keeping with
their original purpose as a garage with a petrol station and repair workshop.
Demolition plans submitted by the previous owner, Karl Heinz Pepper, were not
approved by the authorities. At the time, an open letter from numerous Berlin
institutions involved in cultural policy drew public attention to the significance of
the Kant-Garagenpalast, which is recognized as a “singular transport
monument of national significance”.

Using the building, which has been vacant since 2016, as a stilwerk design
destination will breathe new life into the Bauhaus monument and continue the
more than 20-year success story of the stilwerk brand in Berlin at a prominent
location.
stilwerk Berlin has been shaping the living and lifestyle sector in the capital for
more than two decades and has been responsible for the successful
development of Kantstraße in Charlottenburg into a “design mile” since 1999.
stilwerk left its premises at Kantstraße 17 on May 1st 2021; the owner of the
property, the investment company CBRE Global Investors, had unilaterally
cancelled the licence agreement with stilwerk and has since been implementing
its own concept at the property under a new name.

Facts and figures
stilwerk Berlin
Building type: stilwerk design destination with adjoining stilwerk hotel
USPs: listed architectural monument of the New Objectivity/Bauhaus
movement, open exhibition spaces and historic Heinrichs boxes, event space,
fine dining, adjoining stilwerk hotel connected by a corridor with 61 rooms,
curated and furnished with design elements from the stilwerk universe
Location: Kantstraße 126-128, Berlin-Charlottenburg
Design Center floor space: 9.500 sqm
Floors: 8
Basement: Underground car park with 27 parking spaces
Ground floor: restaurant and bar
Levels 1-4: open exhibition space as well as historic Heinrichs boxes serving
as showrooms for design suppliers
Level 5: event space
Level 6: Penthouse with roof top terrace
stilwerk Hotel floor space: 2.800 sqm
Hotel type: Hotel Garni; use of the catering facilities in the Design Center
Hotel rooms: 61
Start of conversion: 2017
Planned opening: Q2 2022
Architects (conversion): Nalbach + Nalbach Gesellschaft von Architekten
mbH
Owner: Kant-Garagenpalast KG, Gädeke & Sons GmbH group
Operator: stilwerk
stilwerk. Living intensified.
The stilwerk universe presents more than 800 premium brands in its design
destinations, its stilwerk hotels and workspaces, in its online shop and via virtual
tour. From the classical to the avant-garde, from the kitchen to the study, from
planning to furnishing, from the showroom to digital shopping, stilwerk offers
everything when it comes to premium design and relies on cooperation instead
of competition. The stilwerk magazine, a design kiosk, cultural events and a
network for architects round off the globally unique concept. At its locations in

Hamburg, Düsseldorf and, from 2022 and 2023 respectively, Berlin and
Rotterdam, brands, retailers and customers benefit in no small way from the
prime location of the buildings and hotels, the premium offerings in inspiring
surroundings, the excellent service and the charisma of the stilwerk brand with
its wide-ranging, cross-media communication channels. In 2021, stilwerk is
celebrating its 25th anniversary.

